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Very small spacecraft, such as CubeSats, have become very popular due to their low-cost,
low-complexity, and of launchplatforms (as secondary payloads). These small satellites enable a
future of low-cost satellite constellations to accomplish various spacemissions. TheGeneralized
Nanosatellite Avionics Testbed (G-NAT) lab at NASA Ames Research Center in collaboration
with UC Santa Cruz has developed the ability to verify sensor and actuator performance
requirements of CubeSats using an ultra low-cost attitude truth systembased on visual fiducials.
In this work, a real-time streaming AprilTag attitude truth system is developed that is portable,
scalable and easily calibrated based on an AprilTag external conjugate. The attitude truth
system is cross-platform and can be used at various CubeSat testing facilities to track CubeSat
Euler angles, angular rates and body rates. Accuracy and robustness improvements weremade
to the AprilTag based attitude truth system to rectify noisy attitude observations during quick
maneuvers using an extended Kalman filter based on Euler angular rate differential equations.

I. Nomenclature

Ȧ = first derivative of A with respect to time.

Â = estimated value a time-invariant system

A = a vector ∈ Rn where n ≥ 2.

[A] = a matrix of size m × n where m ≥ 2 and n ≥ 2.

ψ I
C ,θ

I
C ,φ

I
C = Euler angle of camera reference frame (C) in the inertial frame (I).

ψC
T ,θ

C
T ,φ

C
T = Euler angle of AprilTag visual markers reference frame (T) in the camera reference frame (C).

ψ I
T ,θ

I
T ,φ

I
T = Euler angle of AprilTag visual markers reference frame (T) in the camera reference frame (I).

[R]IC = rotation matrix of camera reference frame (C) rotated in the inertial frame (I).

[R]CT = rotation matrix of the AprilTag visual markers reference frame (T) rotated in the camera reference frame (C).

[R]IT = rotation matrix of the AprilTag visual markers reference frame (T) rotated in the inertial frame (I).
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II. Introduction

-z

Fig. 1 G-NAT facility from point of view of the operator. Inertial reference frame is with +y to the right and
+x towards the operators Point of View (POV)

The creative freedom provided by the boom in CubeSat projects has created a need for flexible, easily accessible
facilities for iterative hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) and software-in-the-loop (SIL) testing. Generally the validation

and iterative testing requirements for real-time satellite attitude estimation can accrue large costs (especially for clustered
systems). Equally important is the time lost setting up a unique test environment for missions and from the lack
of standardized measurements to fine tune sensor integration and engineering test systems. [1] The Generalized
Nanosatellite Avionics Testbed (G-NAT) laboratory at the NASA Ames Research Center in collaboration with UC Santa
Cruz has developed a laboratory to verify sensor and actuator performance requirements of CubeSats in a standardized
testing facility. The objective of this laboratory is to advance the technology readiness level of Attitude Determination
and Control System (ADCS) and avionics technologies for CubeSat missions under development by NASA and its
partners in academia and industry. [2] The laboratory consists of a pair of test facilities for studying satellite constellation
rotational motion operations, each of which has been equipped with a three degree-of-freedom (DOF) rotational air
bearing, a Helmholtz cage for generating a time-varying magnetic field, and sun emulators. For this research one of the
two test facilities as seen in Fig. 1 was augmented with a C920 Logitech web cam to be a low-cost attitude truth system
and motion data was collected during a series of rotational maneuvers performed on the rotational air bearing. The
laboratory camera attitude truth system is an accurate and inexpensive verification reference leveraging the AprilTag
library. (See Fig. 2) The G-NAT laboratory truth system implementation improves the AprilTag fiducial marker
accuracy during rotational attitude determination motion using an extended Kalman filter (EKF). The designed attitude
truth system is an scalable, portable, accurate and easy to calibrate system in comparison to expensive commercial
camera tracking system alternatives.

A variety of motion capture systems have been used in past missions for verification of ADCS performance, but
implementing these systems can be prohibitively expensive when compared to the development costs of many typical
CubeSat missions. The developed low-cost attitude truth system for use in ADCS testing validation in the G-NAT
laboratory to be quite adequate for many of the laboratory CubeSat mission testing needs. The attitude truth system
provides: (1) A live stream with runtime object attitude pose read-outs for the test operator to see in real-time.(See Fig.
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Fig. 2 Screenshot of running AprilTag based attitude truth systemwith real-time printouts in the top left-hand
corner. Green volumes overlaid on top of the tags show estimated pose of tag. The camera rotated −25o in
roll of the camera reference frame and −90o in yaw of the inertial reference frame, but the printouts show the
attitude of testbed in rotations in the inertial reference frame. (See video at https://youtu.be/RaotHM_gDFk)

2) (2) High fidelity data acquisition at a rate of 10 Hz. (3) A software environment that is portable and scalable using a
virtual machine. (4) Text file saving functionality and on-demand video and photo saving. (5) An easy to implement
extrinsic calibration scheme for pose determination and camera alignment. (6) Accurate attitude tracking data accurate
to within ± ≤ 5 degrees and robust to outliers.

Section III of this paper will explain the details of the Euler angular rate differential equations used to develop the
non-linear system model for the extended Kalman filter. The extended Kalman filter takes AprilTag attitude rotational
data ψ , θ and φ of each marker tag placed on the CubeSat testbed and an initial guess for the CubeSat testbed body
rates [wx wy wz ] to perform estimation.

Section IV of this paper will explain the AprilTag based attitude truth system extrinsic camera calibration scheme
to determine the rotation transformation to map the tag attitude data in the camera reference frame into the inertial
reference frame. The attitude truth system extrinsic camera calibration uses a finite conjugate plate of AprilTag markers
to be a reference to estimate the rotation transformation between the camera and inertial reference frame, [R]CI .

Section V of this paper will explain the full-scale integrated implementation of the attitude truth system which takes
the calibrated AprilTag tags in the inertial reference frame and pass the attitude data through an discrete time extended
Kalman Filter (EKF) to identify outliers and output accurate Euler angles, Euler angular rate and body rates during
testbed rotational attitude maneuvers at Euler angular rate magnitudes of 30◦/s or less.

III. Extended Kalman Filter (EKF)
The work performed in the G-NAT lab on the fiducial tag based tracking system leverages Euler angle differential

equations of a 3 degrees of freedom model seen in reference [3] and is illustrated in Fig. 3 to estimate Euler angles,
Euler angular rates and body rates of the testbed with markers. The attitude truth system assumes the reference frame of
the testbed is coincident with the inertial reference frame (located on the top center of the frictionless air bearing tower).
Euler angles are denoted as φ, θ and ψ, respectively and body rates of the testbed are denoted as p, q and r , respectively.



φ̇

θ̇

ψ̇



=



1 sin(φ) tan(θ) cos(φ) tan(θ)
0 cos(φ) − sin(φ)
0 sin(φ)/ cos(θ) cos(φ)/ cos(θ)





p
q
r



(1)

These three nonlinear differential equations take the body rates of the CubeSat testbed [p, q, r] and Euler angle
positions, and determine the Euler angular rates.

The dynamics of body angular rates characterized by the Euler equation for a rigid body model,
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Fig. 3 A 3 degrees of freedom CubeSat rigid-body model reference frame with Euler angle notation reference

Jω̇ = (Jω)xω + τ (2)

where J is moment of inertia tensor, ω̇ = [ṗ, q̇, ṙ] is the rate of the body angular rates, τ is an external control
torque, (Jω)x is a skew symmetric matrix. In this research study τ is considered to be [0] because the testbed for this
experiment is not equipped with an on-board actuation system.

The physical model can be described by the continuous time state space form in reference [4]

ẋ = f ( x̂, t) + Γξ (3)

(4)

Where x are the states and has the dimensions n × 1, Bk is the Input Matrix and has the dimensions n × m, Γ is the
process noise distribution, and ξ zero mean Gaussian noise.

We shall investigate the problem of estimating xk from the sampled nonlinear measurements of the form

yk+1 = Hk xk + v (5)

Hk is the observation matrix and has the dimensions p × n, v is the measurement noise, and vk is white random
sequence of zero mean Gaussian random variables [4].Each discrete iteration is denoted by the index, k.

The non-linear dynamical model of the CubeSat testbed is given by the state space form

x =



x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
x6



=



φ

ψ

θ

p
q
r



(6)
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ẋ = f ( x̂, t) =



(p + sin(φ) tan(θ)q + cos(φ) tan(θ)r)
(cos(φ)q − sin(φ)r)
( sin(φ)
cos(θ) q + cos(φ)

cos(θ) r)
1

Jxx
(−Jzzrq + Jyyqr)

1
Jyy

(Jzzrp − Jxxpr)
1

Jzz
(−Jyyqp + Jxxpq)



+



ξφ

ξθ

ξψ

ξp

ξq

ξr



(7)

The variables p, q and r are unknown to the measurement system and modeled with the zero-mean white noise ξp ,
ξq , and ξr , respectively.

In order to be robust and flexible, the vision system is not dependent on external knowledge from the testbed sensors.
The on-board sensors of the ADCS testbed do not exchange information with the vision system.

The initial angular velocity guess (to initialize the state estimation of the EKF)is thus approximated from the first
two angular positions data sets from the attitude truth system.

p(1) =
φ(2) − φ(1)
∆t

(8)

q(1) =
θ(2) − θ(1)
∆t

(9)

r (1) =
ψ(2) − ψ(1)

∆t
(10)

The measurement model is provided by the attitude truth system measurements, which are absolute Euler angles
with respect to the inertial reference frame and assumed to include zero-mean Gaussian-distributed noise vθ~N (0,Vθ ),
vφ~N (0,Vφ ) and vψ~N (0,Vψ ).

y
k
=



φm (k)
θm (k)
ψm (k)



=



1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0



xk +



vψm

vθm
vφm



(11)

Using the Euler angle differential equations, and measurements model a state space configuration, can be used by the
extended Kalman filter to smooth noisy AprilTag data measurements and improve functionality of the attitude tracking
system. The improved accuracy and robustness of the EKF solution is critical for the G-NAT facility accuracy goals for
the majority of CubeSat missions. The EKF is implemented on experimental test motion data and will be discussed in
Section V.

IV. Extrinsic Camera Calibration

A. Extrinsic Camera Calibration
The objective of the attitude truth system extrinsic calibration is to find the rotation transformation from the camera

reference frame to the inertial reference frame using an external reference conjugate. The external reference is a laser-cut
medium density fiber particle board (MDF) platform with an array of four 200 mm AprilTag markers (See Fig. 4).
Additionally, the external reference calibration protocol for this attitude truth system is developed to minimize offsets
that occur due to repositioning and drift from the facility apparatus (e.g.Helmholtz cage system).

The AprilTag calibration plate has 6 pins on the bottom all evenly spaced by 60 degrees to fit on top of the frictionless
air-bearing tower slots. The 6 discrete positions provide 6 known angles of the calibration plate reference frame in the
inertial reference frame.

The calibration process takes estimated angles of the calibration plate with respect to the camera reference frame
(i.e. ψC

T , θ
C
T ,φ

C
T ) and known angles of the calibration plate in the inertial frame (i.e. ψ I

T , θ
I
T ,φ

I
T ) to determine the

rotation of the camera reference frame in the inertial reference frame ([R]IC ). The process takes the roll, pitch and yaw
measurements of the AprilTag markers in the camera reference frame, represented as ψC

T , θCT and φCT and determines the
characteristic rotation matrix of fiducial tags in the camera reference frame ([R]CT ) using equations 3.14 from reference
[3].

After creating [R]CT of the visual marker tags on the ADCS CubeSat testbed in the camera reference frame, the
rotation matrix of the tags in the inertial frame ([R]IT ) is determined using the known angles in roll, pitch and yaw of the
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Slots

Fig. 4 (Left) AprilTag calibration plate conjugate from the point of view of the camera with green cube
outlines identifying the estimated AprilTag marker pose in real-time. (Right) The air bearing tower without the
calibration plate from the point of view of the camera.

!"# = −90° , *"# = 0°, ∅"# = −25°
!". = 0° , *". = 0°, ∅". = 0°

!"# = −39 ° , *"# = 20°, ∅"# = 16°
!". = 60° , *". = 0°, ∅". = 0°

!"# = 28° , *"# = 22°, ∅"# = −13°
!". = 120° , *". = 0°, ∅". = 0°

!"# = 90° , *"# = 0°, ∅"# = −26°
!". = 180° , *". = 0°, ∅". = 0°

!"# = 150° , *"# = −23°, ∅"# = −13°
!". = −120° , *". = 0°, ∅". = 0°

!"# = −150° , *"# = −23°, ∅"# = 13°
!". = −60° , *". = 0°, ∅". = 0°

Fig. 5 The AprilTag calibration plate is rotated into 6 different positions about the z-axis with the four 200
mm visual marker tags in the field of view of the camera. Each snapshot of the calibration plate has information
about the tags with respect to the camera reference frame (i.e. ψC

T , θ
C
T ,φ

C
T ) and the inertial frame (i.e. ψ I

T ,
θ IT ,φ

I
T ).

calibration plate conjugate in the inertial reference frame. For example, if the calibration plate is placed at φIT = 0,
θ IT = 0 and ψ I

T = 0 then the [R]IT is a 3 × 3 identity matrix. Similarly, the rotation matrix is calculated for each known
rotation mapping of ψ I

T = 0, 60, 120, 180, 240, 300 (seen in Fig. 5). The full procedural calibration scheme as reflected
with the rotation snapshots starting with the known rotation position of the tags ψ I

T = 0◦, θ IT = 0◦ and ψ I
T = 0◦ are

detailed below:

1) Place calibration plate on top of frictionless air bearing seated into the slots. (see Fig. 5)
2) User will be prompted to input the known φIT , θ

I
T and ψ I

T for that round of the calibration. The GNAT AprilTag
attitude truth system calibration C++ program then determines the best estimated [R]CT .
3) Repeat steps 1-2 for all 6 calibration plate placements [0◦,60◦,120◦,180◦,240◦, 300◦] as seen in Fig. 5 to obtain
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[R]IC (i). Where i is the index of the angle.
4) The program with the determined [R]CT (i) and [R]IT (i) for all six iterations estimates the camera pose in
the inertial reference frame based on methods explained in reference [5]. The estimated [R̂I

C ] is saved as the
calibration value for a single camera of the G-NAT attitude truth system.

The extrinsic calibration allows users to position the camera anywhere around the test apparatus facility and have
accurate φIT , θ

I
T and ψ I

T attitude results and to avoid occlusions (i.e. from the sun emulator).

V. AprilTag Attitude Truth System (ATS)

A. Attitude Truth System with Extended Kalman Filter (EKF)

Extrinsic 
Calibration

AprilTag detection

!"#$%&: ()* , ,)* , ∅)*

Tag Pose in Camera 
Reference Frame 

RollPitchYaw

!"#$%&: (). , ,). , ∅).

RollPitchYaw

Tag Pose in Inertial 
Reference Frame 

Extended Kalman 
Filter!"#$%&: /()* , 0,)* , 1∅)*

RollPitchYaw

Filtered Tag Pose in 
Inertial Reference 

Frame 

Fig. 6 Attitude truth system leverages the AprilTag detection algorithm to obtain pose of tags on the testbed in
the camera reference. Those tag angles ψC

T , θ
C
T and φCT are then mapped from the camera reference frame to the

inertial reference frame using the parameters determined by the extrinsic calibration. Finally the calibrated tag
angles are passed through an extended Kalman filter to identify outliers and output accurate estimate attitude
of the testbed.

The attitude truth system implementation overview seen in Fig. 6 maps the rotations from the camera reference
frame to the inertial reference frame and uses an extended Kalman filter (EKF) to filter out outliers and interpolate
between high variance data. According to the AprilTag library publication references [6]and [7] the attitude accuracy
from the current architecture is ± ≤ 0.5◦ in roll, pitch and yaw when tags are stationary. During our facility tests when
the testbed is moving the AprilTag data standard deviation increases and accuracy decreases significantly. The AprilTag
tag pose estimation can be effected by occlusions, light variability and especially motion. When the testbed is moving
the attitude tag data error can reach levels of ±20◦ in ψ, θ and φ. The inaccuracy makes the fiducial marker system less
than ideal for attitude tracking, but this can be improved with an EKF estimate of Euler angles, angular rates and body
rates. The designed EKF also identifies data outliers and interpolates when the data is sporadic and/or noisy.

The non-linear dynamical model and measurement model mentioned in section III provides context to understand
the non-linear model and in implementation the non-linear discrete time model is used. The ξp , ξq , and ξr zero mean
Gaussian noise has the spectral density matrix Q(t). The white random sequence of zero mean Gaussian random
variables, vθ , vφ , and vψ has an associated covariance matrix Rk . [4]

The process model noise variance matrix Q(t) was determined through trial and error to be:

Q(t) =



2.5 0 0
0 2.5 0
0 0 1



(12)

The measurement data noise when the tags are moving can reach values of ±20o in roll, pitch and yaw. The noise
covariance matrix R for use in the measurement model is described by the matrix R = E{vvT }. When structured R has
(vψ )2, (vθ )2 and (vφ )2 on the diagonals illuminating the roll, pitch and yaw observation covariances, respectively.
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R =



(vx )2 0 0
0 (vy )2 0
0 0 (vz )2



(13)

The EKF has the ability to interpolate between the known measurements despite the possibility of measurements
being sparse and/or highly variant. The full implementation of the attitude truth system EKF process is as follows:

Beginning with an initial estimate of the state and covariance, at each time step the state is propagated using the
prediction update:

1) Project the state (x̂−k+1)
∗

x̂−k+1 = Φ f ( x̂, t) (14)

2) Project the error covariance ahead (P̂−k+1)

P̂
−

k+1 = ΦP̂
+

k + P̂
+

kΦ
T + ξξT (15)

The error covariance, state predictions and camera data are passed through a measurement update sequence:
1) Compute the Kalman Gain(K (k))

Kk = P̂
−

k+1HT (HP̂
−

k+1HT + R)−1 (16)

2) Calculate the residual rk = (yk − H ( x̂−k+1)
3) Determine data outliers (leveraging known constraints and Kalman error thresholds) using the Outliers

Determination using Kalman Residual Check algorithm. The EKF has the ability to interpolate between the known
measurements despite the possibility of measurements being sparse and/or noisy. Additionally, the roll and pitch
measurements should never be more than ±15◦, due to the constraints from the air bearing tower.

Algorithm 1: Outliers Determination using Kalman Residual Check

1 Kerr = diag
√

HP̂
+

k HT + R
2 if rk ≥ 2Kerr OR |y(1, k) | ≥ 15◦ OR |y(2, k) | ≥ 15◦ OR |y(3, k) | ≥ 180◦ then
3 H = [0][3x6]
4 Flag data
5 else
6 H = [I[3×3]0[3×3]]
7 end

4) Calculate state update (x̂+k+1)
x̂+k+1 = x̂−k+1 + Kkrk (17)

5) Update the error covariance (P̂+k+1)
P̂
+

k+1 = (I − Kk H)P̂
−

k+1 (18)

The initial results of using the EKF on the AprilTag fiducial attitude data for roll, pitch and yaw are shown in Fig. 7.
The roll and pitch EKF standard deviation converges to ±1.34◦ and ±0.93◦ for yaw after a few time steps and while
the recorded residuals show fluctuations the EKF omits any residuals that are larger than 2Kerr for state variables
x1, x2, and x3. The EKF dynamically changes its update step to interpolate without the information gained from the
resulting measurement based innovation step and relies entirely on the non-linear model (See Outliers Determination
using Kalman Residual Check algorithm ).

The initial results of using the EKF on the AprilTag fiducial attitude data for estimated roll rate, pitch rate and yaw
rate are determined using equation 4.70 in reference [3] with the estimated Euler angles and body rates (see Fig. 8). The
time series estimated roll and pitch angular rates coincide with the fairly minor oscillatory movements of the ADCS

∗solve the differential equations with an ODE solver or variation using matrix exponential
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Fig. 7 The top plots are of time series attitude truth system data (in black dots) and a smooth attitude
estimation with the extended Kalman filter (in red). In purple are outliers of roll, pitch and yaw identified by the
Outlier Determination using Kalman Residual Check algorithm. The middle plots are a time series of standard
deviations of each estimated Euler angle of the ADCS testbed. The bottom plots are the time series of Kalman
residuals for each estimated Euler angle of the ADCS testbed.

testbed during mainly yaw rotations. The yaw angular rate is fairly steady over the several yaw rotations traveling at
speeds up to 30 deg/s on the frictionless air bearing tower. The quick peaks in yaw Euler angular rate are attributed to
the Euler yaw rotation range being constrained from [−180◦ to 180◦].
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Fig. 8 Time series attitude truth system data (in black dots) where the EKF is investigated. In the top plot
in the blue is a smooth ATS attitude estimation of angular rates with the extended Kalman filter. The bottom
plots are the time series of standard deviations of each estimated roll rate, pitch rate and yaw rate of the ADCS
testbed.

The EKF shows its ability to suppress sporadic noise from the AprilTag camera data and obtain a more accurate
estimation of AprilTag attitude data than previously obtained for moving objects. Additionally, the EKF is able to
determine estimated body rates and Euler angular velocity with only estimated AprilTag camera attitude data. The
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performance of the EKF can be further evaluated by examining the standard deviation for each of the estimated states.(see
Table 1).

Table 1 Time Series Converged Standard Deviation of the EKF for all 6 State Variables

SD at k=1 SD at k=3 SD at k=5 SD at k=1500 SD at k=last
φ 20 4.08 4.9 1.93 1.34
θ 20 4.08 4.9 1.90 1.34
ψ 20 1.52 7.4 0.84 0.93
p 115 28 6.65 4.95 3.49
q 114 28 6.65 4.95 3.49
r 114 13 4.86 3.27 2.47

The time series standard deviation provides us with enough insight to show that the noisy AprilTag based attitude
truth system data can be improved by the use of the EKF (with the built-in Outliers Determination using Kalman
Residual Check algorithm). The standard deviation of the data converges after the first few iterations and decreases to
±1.34◦, ±1.34◦ and ±0.93◦ from ±20◦, ±20◦ and ±20◦, for each Euler angle.
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Fig. 9 Time series ATS data (in black dots) where the EKF filters is investigated. In red is a smooth ATS
signal with the extended Kalman filter. In purple are outliers identified by the Outlier Determination Kalman
Residual Check algorithm seen in the previous section. The top plot is the estimated roll of the ADCS testbed
oscillating around zero. The middle plot is the estimated pitch of the ADCS testbed oscillating around zero in
the red. The bottom plot is the yaw of the ADCS testbed rotating counter-clockwise about body z-axis
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VI. Discussion
The attitude truth system accuracy and robustness improvements were proven to rectify noisy attitude observations

during quick maneuvers using an extended Kalman Filter. A general overview of the EKF running simultaneously on
all three axis of rotation of the ADCS testbed can be found on Fig. 9. The AprilTag based attitude truth system data
implemented with the extended Kalman filter was able to sustain estimation standard deviation levels lower than the
standard deviation of raw AprilTag attitude data when tracking moving tags. The standard deviation of the estimated
Euler angles converge after the first few iterations and decrease to 1.34◦, 1.34◦, and 0.93◦ from the initial guess.
Additionally, the extended Kalman filter converged to a standard deviation values for estimated body rates to 3.49◦/s,
3.49◦/s, and 2.47◦/s for each p, q and r . The objective of this lab is to advance the technology readiness level of ADCS
and avionics technologies for CubeSat missions under development by NASA and its partners in academia and industry.
The functioning testbed environment using the extended Kalman filter AprilTag based attitude truth system in the
G-NAT laboratory meets the G-NAT laboratory CubeSat mission specifications for testing and verifying ADCS testbeds.

VII. Conclusion
The increase popularity of CubeSats, brings with it the possibility of low-cost satellite constellations or satellite

swarms. Small satellite constellations are being tested to create never before seen scientific experiments in low Earth
orbit (LEO) and beyond. For instance, a constellation of 50 or 100 miniature satellites could monitor space weather with
such high resolution (15 minute resolution) that researchers can use them to detect the various microclimates around
the globe. Obtaining a multitude of sensor data at different spatial domains simultaneous in the same temporal (or
at high temporal frequencies) domains is invaluable for the not only weather applications but for the military, space,
transportation and communication applications [8]. The cost of sending one large satellite is distributed to the cost
of multiple smaller CubeSats each with their own individual sensors, communications, and computer systems. The
freedom of creativity provided by the boom in CubeSat projects has created a need for a flexible, easily accessible facility
for iterative hardware and software testing for performance validation of CubeSat ADCS technologies. Generally the
validation and iterative testing requirements for real-time satellite attitude estimation can accrue large costs (especially
for clustered systems) due to time lost setting up a unique test environment for each mission and from the lack of
standardized testing facilities to fine tune sensor integration and engineering test systems. This work showed the
possibility of using an ultra low-cost real-time streaming attitude truth system that is portable, scalable and easy to
calibrate. The attitude truth system is cross-platform and can be used at various CubeSat testing facilities to track
CubeSat attitude (Euler angle positions, Euler angular rates and body rates in the inertial reference frame). In the
future, this work can be made more accurate by using a 2nd-order Kalman Filter, iterative filter or Kalman smoother.
Additionally, the measurement model can be given body rate measurement data from the on-board gyroscope of the
CubeSat testbed to be 3 additional measurement inputs. The camera attitude truth system architecture can also be
improved by obtaining attitude data from multiple cameras running simultaneously and the average estimated attitude
from the multiple cameras will provide an improved verification reference for ADCS CubeSat testbed performance.
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